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I am deeply devoted to following the process by listening,
listening deeply to what's in between us, to what is
emerging and to lead and create from there. Listen to
what’s not always aware or outspoken and yet still fully
present between the words.
With my sensitivity I am brailing the field of the group and
organisation to facilitate the shift that wants to happen.
I speak what I sense with compassion and clarity in service
of the unfolding potential and wished outcome.

My 10 words :
children, nature, deep human connection, systemic change,
eros, truth, sea, mystery, movement, laughter.

My values :
pleasure, integrity, wholeness, regenerative, wisdom,
edge walking.

BASED
Stockholm Sweden

My pledge to Mankind, Society &
the World. Why do I do what I do?
I believe we are at a point in human history where we as a society
either can break through or break down. Our possibility in this
transition is to become a regenerative system where thriving and
abundance is a core foundation. My passion is to collectively facilitate
this shift by hospice what needs to die and midwife the birth of the
new. Serving as a catalyst for leaders and organizations to be able to
create deeper human connection and supporting them to foster the
conditions for emergence.

individuals, specialising in personal-, group- and organisational development and developed leadership programs in advanced selfawareness and self-leadership camps for youths and a author of
several books on self-development, gender equality and pedagogy
as well as childrens’ books.
As the curious visionary I have found myself the last 20 years on
the edge of the emergent future and today it makes me a new
breed facilitator working at the evolutionary edge.
In addition to co-hosting the largest global Emergent Dialogue
training in the world, I lead Next Level Facilitation masterclasses;
hosts training on cutting edge sense-making platforms like Rebel
Wisdom, Emerge Network, Foundation of Ekskäret.

Where I invite you to investigate, explore your narratives that doesn't
serve you anymore and dialoguing, sensing, creating and leading from
this ever - emergent edge - which I would call the evolutionary
creative impulse of Eros.

I am is also a mentor for new paradigm leaders, Co-Initiator of the
Nordic Women's gathering, and a sacred Spanda Tantrika

My most simple answer to the question why do I do what I do is. - I am
being at service by just following my deepest desire, enjoying life to
its fullest and as an extraordinary piece of chocolate that is another
passion of mine it brings a moment of joie de vie.

What have I realized so far?

How do I want to help?
What expertise do I bring?

Through the immense possibility to explore and work with
consciousness development for over two decades it has become
clear, to support groups to go beyond what separates us to be able
to meet the most pressing need on the planet: to nurture a more
conscious humanity and a more regenerative world.

I have over 20 years experience of leadership, personal
development and behavioural science. Throughout my career, I
have worked with the business and public sectors as well as private

LANGUAGES

EDUCATION

INVOLVEMENT

-

-

Mindfulness (Erling Ophaug) / Spanda Tantra & Crazy wisdom
Tibetan Buddhism / Values and Self Leadership (Selfleaders)

-

Key facilitator at Emerge gathering, Ekskäret foundation

-

Co-hosting the largest global Emergent Dialogue training

-

Leadership Training UGL, FUGL ( Swedish National defense)

-

Co initiator of facilitating the shift masterclass

-

Educational, social psychology and pedagogy studies (Lunds
University)

-

Facilitator and mentor at 29K.org

-

Co initiator of Nordic Women's gathering

-

Bachelor in Gender science (Lunds University)

-

Founder Unfold Transformation, Next leadership Initiative

-

Individual, group and family therapist (Malmö university)

-

Owner Pamela von Sabljar AB

-

Master in Social care (Malmo University)

-

Swedish (mother tongue)
English
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